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As one of the genres in the big family of clapper theatre (the name 
reflecting the importance of the use of wooden clappers in its music), 
yuju has been popular since the eighteenth century. It is now mainly 
performed in the area of Henan and northern Anhui provinces.  
The final lyrics of Cheng Ying Saved the Orphan are: ‘He chooses 
to endure and stick to his faith, but not the relief of a quick death. 
Through all the ordeals, he shows he is a man full of noble aspiration 
and daring.’ The play appeals to that exact precious quality in our 
culture. 
In order to save the orphan, the guard Han Jue ended his life with 
a sword, Cai Feng, the maid, chose to die rather than yield and 
Gongsun Chujiu sacrificed his life. The leading character, Cheng 
Ying, not only lost his own son, but also suffered for sixteen years 
raising the orphan of Zhao as he had to bear people’s belief that he 
had betrayed the Zhao clan’s trust. Finally he died to save the grown-
up orphan. Yet, the rescue of the orphan is not to do with revenge, 
but rather to demonstrate people’s unyielding faith, and that justice 
prevails. It symbolizes the whole nation’s attitude towards ‘good’ and 
‘evil’.
History allows us to voice the yearning of humanity for these qualities. 
Let us learn from history, and pray that the national spirit will stay with 
us for eternity.
-- Zhang Ping (Director)
程婴向守卫韩厥明以大义，希望
他让自己和孤儿共同离开王宫。
Informing the guard Han Jue 
of his just cause, Cheng Ying 
hopes that he and the orphan 




Having been misunderstood by 
General Wei Jiang, Cheng Ying is 
severely beaten. The orphan, who 
has just learnt his own true story, 
rushes in to beg his adoptive 




The maid is tortured to death 
but remains unyielding in her 
determination not to reveal the 
orphan’s whereabouts. 
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